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We consider forecasting systems which, when given an initial segment of a binary 
string, guess the next bit (deterministic forecasting) or estimate the probability of 
the next bit being 1 (probabilistic forecasting). The quality of forecasting is 
measured by the number of errors (in the deterministic case) or by the sum of dis- 
tances between the forecasts and the “true” probabilities (in the probabilistic case). 
A forecasting system is said to be simple if it has a short description (e.g., a simple 
formula) which admits fast computation of the forecasts. There is a “universal 
forecasting algorithm” which for any given bound r on time of forecasting com- 
putes forecasts within time f, and the quality of these forecasts is not much lower 
than that of any simple forecasting system (the complexity of the “rival” forecasting 
system may increase as f increases). The aim of the paper is to study the 
possibilities and limitations of universal forecasting. rr‘l 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
B is the set (0, l}, B’” is Uicn B’, and BGn is UiGn B’. Elements of B* 
are called strings. The length of p E B* is denoted by I(p). For x, y E B*, 
y c x means that y is an initial segment (or prefix) of X. The sets of real, 
rational, and integer numbers are designated by R, Q, and Z, respectively; 
D symbolizes the set {2-” 1 n = 2, 3, . ..}. The maximum and minimum of 
two numbers are denoted by v and A, respectively. We set t+ = 0 v t, 
t@=lvt, where tE[W, and T+=Tn[O,m[, T@=Tn[l,oo[, where 
Tc R. Natural and binary logarithms are denoted by In and lb, respec- 
tively. Lt_l and rtl stand for 
max{nEZ 1 n<t}, min{nEh 1 nat}, 
respectively, t being a real number. P and E are the symbols of probability 
and expectation, respectively. 
For short we write “polynomial” meaning a polynomial of one variable 
with positive integer coefftcients. Constants are positive integer until 
explicitely stated otherwise. Writing that A(u) holds for all u we mean that 
A(v) holds for all u such that A(u) is defined. 
“Algorithm” may be regarded as “Turing machine.” Our considerations 
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will be invariant under the polynomial transformations of the time axis, so 
all the results will be machine-independent. Let us fix a suffkiently wide 
space 3 of finite objects containing the empty object. We restrict our atten- 
tion to algorithms ‘% which, receiving as input cp E 5 and getting access to 
an oracle for g=g,g,... EEB” (this oracle answers questions about the 
values gj for specified i), output either nothing or 2LIR(~) E 5. 
Let v:B+O for some BclEi”; v is called a system of notation for 
(objects in) 0 if v(B) = 0. We define an algorithm 2I (and the correspond- 
ing computable function) to be v-inoariant if 
v(g) = v(h) * 2fzp((P) = Wcp), 
where a N b means that either both a and b are undefined or both are 
defined and equal. We define v to be negative if such an algorithm ‘B exists 
that, for all g E v-‘(0) and h E B”, 
23g-h convergesoh$vP’(0) or v(g)#v(h) 
(the superscript g, h may be understood as the sequence g,h, g,h, g, ... ). 
LEMMA 1. Let B c US” and v: B -+ 8 be negative. There exists a com- 
putable function, transforming any Giidelnumber of any computable function 
of the type 5 x B” + 3 to a Giidelnumber of a v-invariant computable 
function of the same type, such that any Giidelnumber of any v-invariant 
function is transformed to a Giidelnumber of the same function. 
Proof Almost immediately follows from Kiinig’s lemma. 1 
We fix a negative system of notation v for a sufficiently large 0. For 
v-invariant algorithms %!l we use the self-evident notation 21i(cp), where 
i E Lo and cp E 3. An oracle for i E 0 is an oracle for some g E v ~ ‘(i). 
2. PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING I 
We formulate the problem of probabilistic forecasting as follows. Some 
device sequentially generates n bits composing a string x = x0x, . . .x, _ I . 
Our aim is to estimate the probability of the event xi = 1 given an initial 
segment xi = x0x1 . . ‘Xi-1 (i < n) of x. A variant of this problem is central 
in the “prequential approach” to the foundations of statistics (Dawid, 
1984). 
Let P(x) be the probability of generating a string x E B”. Then the 
“behavior” of the device is determined by the function P: B” + R+, which 
satisties the condition 
P(x) = 1. n 
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Such functions will be called n-measures. We use the notation 
fYjl Y) = 
P(YWP(Y)> if P(y)#O, 
1,2 3 otherwise, 
where A c B”, YE BCn, andjE B. 
When solving our problem some restrictions are usually imposed on the 
n-measure P. In statistics it is often supposed that P is known a priori 
except for several numerical parameters. In recent time weaker “non- 
parametric” assumptions about P are gaining popularity, but using such 
assumptions deteriorates quality of forecasting as compared to the 
“parametric” case. Besides, in statistics one usually supposes the inde- 
pendence and identical distribution of the “coordinate” random variables. 
R. J. Solomonoff (1978) supposes the computability of P (he considers 
devices generating infinite sequences). In the author’s work (Vovk, 1989) 
the simplicity of P is supposed. Now we want to construct “universal” 
forecasting algorithms which do not depend on assumptions concerning P 
like these. It should be noted that Solomonoffs (1964, 1978) forecasting 
methods are universal (in our sense), though noncomputable. 
Our aim is to construct a forecasting system which estimates P( 11 x’), the 
probability of xi = 1 given xi. An arbitrary function ,u, which transforms 
each y E [EB <n to a rational number p(y) E [0, l] (an estimate of the prob- 
ability of the next bit being l), is called an n-forecasting system. As an 
example of an n-forecasting system may serve Laplace’s rule of succession 
4Y)=(k+ 1)/(4y)+2), YEEB<“, (1) 
where k is the number of l’s in y. 
It seems reasonable to confine one’s attention to the class of “simple” 
forecasting systems. Following (Kolmogorov, 1965, Sect. 4) and 
(Hartmanis, 1983) we require a forecasting system considered simple to 
have a short description p (such a description may be, e.g., a simple 
formula or computer program) such that the computation of the values of 
the forecasting system given p is fast. 
Let cr,y~[W+. An (a, y)-description of an n-forecasting system p with 
respect to an algorithm 2I is by definition an arbitrary string p E B Ga such 
that ‘2I, when fed with n, p, and any y E B’“, computes (a fraction represen- 
ting) ,u( y) within time y. Forecasting systems having (a, y)-descriptions 
with respect to ‘$I will be called (a, r)-simple with respect to flu. As usual, 
it exists a “best” (with some accuracy) algorithm ‘%. 
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LEMMA 2. There exists an algorithm U satisj$ng the following. For any 
algorithm ‘9X one can find such a constant c and a polynomial f that for all 
n, a, y E EQ all n-forecasting systems that are (a, r)-simple with respect to Cu 
are (a + c, f(y))-simple with respect to U. 
Proof: Let {2I, 1 iEZ @ > be a computable numbering of all algorithms 
and 1’0 denote the all-l string of length i extended by adding the bit 0 to 
the right. On inputs n, !‘Op, and y, U simulates (with polynomial delay) the 
computation of ‘?Ii on inputs n, p, and y. 1 
We fix such an algorithm U; in the sequel “(a, y)-simple” is understood 
as “(a, y)-simple with respect to U.” 
Let a string x E B”, generated in accordance with a measure P, be 
forecast by a forecasting system p. To evaluate the performance of p we use 
the error of forecasting 
q&G PI = 1 P(P(1 Ix’), W)); 
i=O 
the function p: [0, 112 -+ IF! (assessing the difference between the forecast 
p(xi) and the true value P( 11 xi) at a step i) is defined by the equality 
p(u,u)=ulb(u/o)+(l-u)lb((l-u)/(l-o)) 
(we set lb 0 = 0, O/O = 0, and a/O = cc if a ZO). This is the distance of 
Kullback-Leibler between distributions (u, 1 -u) and (u, 1 -0) (when this 
distance is defined, In is usually used rather than lb). It is nonnegative and 
equal to 0 only if u = u. 
In this section the quality of the forecasting system p will be measured 
by the mean value 
d,(P) = c P(x) 4&G PI 
rsw 
of qp(x, P) with respect to the “true” measure P. This approach (in the 
spirit of (Solomonoff, 1978)) was suggested by the referee who also con- 
tributed the next theorem assessing the quality of a “universal forecasting 
algorithm” ‘?J3. For any bound r on time of forecasting, this algorithm 
computes forecasts within time r, and the quality of the corresponding 
forecasting system is not much lower than the quality of any simple 
(relative to r) forecasting system. 
THEOREM 1. There exist an algorithm ‘$3, a constant c, and a polynomial 
f such that the following holds. Let n, r~ Z@. For r> c all the values 
4~) = CPh r, Y), YE EC,, 
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are computed within time r. The function z so defined is an n-forecasting 
system. If c(, y E Z@ satisfy the inequality f (n2ay) < r, P is an n-measure, and 
u is an (LX, y)-simple n-forecasting system, then 
d,(P)<d,(P)+a+l.Ol lbcr+c. (2) 
Let us see in what sense ‘p is “universal.” Let p be a forecasting system 
used, e.g., in statistics. Usually p is written down as a simple formula such 
as (1) (cz is a small constant) which permits fast computation of p (y is not 
too large). Therefore, the minimal time f(n2’y) of computing the forecasts 
by $3 is not too large. Inequality (2) shows that the mean error d,(P) of 
forecasting by !I3 is not much larger than the mean error dy( P) of forecasting 
by P. 
The next theorem asserts the necessity of the addend tl in (2). 
THEOREM 2. There are a constant c and a polynomial f satisfying the 
following. Let n E Z@, II be an n-forecasting system, and CIE Z@ do not 
exceed n. One can find an (c1+ c, f (n))-simple n-forecasting system u and an 
n-measure P such that 
d,(P) 3 d,(P) + a. 
Now we investigate running time of the algorithm $J. The question about 
restrictions under which polynomial-time forecasting is possible seems to 
be most important. Theorem 1 shows that ‘p is polynomial-time if one 
conlines oneself to (a, y)-simple n-forecasting systems with 
a 6 c lb n, (3) 
Y <f(n), (4) 
where c and f are a fixed constant and a fixed polynomial, respectively. 
Condition (4) seems to be natural. Is (3) essential? Assume that one-way 
functions (see below) exist. It turns out that allowing tl of order nd, where 
6 > 0 is arbitrarily small, makes polynomial-time forecasting impossible. 
Now we give necessary definitions following mainly (Goldreich et al., 
1986). 
Let 1 E Z@ and f, be a polynomial. A polynomial-time statistical test vor 
strings) is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm 2 that takes as input 
f,(k) strings in I@‘, keZ@, a n outputs either 0 or 1. Let a function G be d 
defined on a set Uk D,, where D, c Bk, k E Z@, and transform each D, into 
I@. They say that G passes the test 2 if, for any polynomial f2, for all 
sufficiently large k, 
IP~F-P~I < W(k), 
where p: denotes the probability that 2 outputs 1 on the strings G(xi), 
i= 1, . . . . f,(k), where xi are randomly selected from the uniform distribu- 
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tion on Bk, and pk denotes the probability that 2 outputs 1 onfi(k) strings 
randomly selected from the uniform distribution on B“‘. The set Uk D, is 
called sampleable if there is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that, 
given as input k presented in unary, outputs XE D, with probability 
l/Card Dk. The function G is called a CSB generator if 
(a) it is polynomial-time computable; 
(b) it passes all polynomial-time statistical tests; 
(c) the set lJk Dk is samplable. 
Strings output by CSB generators are called CSB strings. 
Let a function f be defined on a set Uk D,, D,c Bk (kE ZQ), and 
transform each D, into D,. Let fi denote f applied i times. Then f is a 
one-way function if 
(a) f is polynomial-time computable; 
(b) f is hard to invert; that is, for every probabilistic polynomial-time 
algorithm ‘$I and for sufficiently large k, for every 1 d i< k3, a(x) 4 f-'(x) 
with probability separated from 0 when x= f ‘( y) and YE D, is selected 
with equal probabilities; 
(c) Uk D, is samplable. 
Many functions are currently suspected to be one-way. L. A. Levin has 
proved the following result that strengthens an earlier result by A. C. Yao 
(1982). 
THEOREM 3 (Levin, 1985). There exists a CSB generator if and only if 
there exists a one-way function. 
For every n-measure Q the equality 
P(Y) = Q(l I Y), y E B’“, 
determines an n-forecasting system p, and vice versa, every n-forecasting 
system p determines such an n-measure Q that this equality holds provided 
Q(y) # 0. We identify n-measures with the corresponding n-forecasting 
systems. The n-measure corresponding to an n-forecasting system p is 
denoted by p’, or, when no ambiguity arises, simply by ,u (thus ’ is a 
projection of the set of all n-forecasting systems onto its subset consisting 
of n-measures). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose one-wav functions exist. Let a constant 6 >O be 
arbitrarily small. There is a polynomial f satisfying the following. Let an 
algorithm Q be such that the values 
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are computed within polynomial time, and the functions rc, are n-forecasting 
systems. Then for infinitely many n there is an (n’, f(n))-simple n-measure P 
such that 
d,“(P) > n - 6. (5) 
For the n-forecasting system n, identically equal to f we have 
Ann(P) < np(O, $1 = n. 
Comparison with (5) shows that forecasting by Q is extremely poor, 
though an (n’, f(n))-simple forecasting system (viz., P itself) performs 
perfectly. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1, 2, 4 
In the next lemma the “universal forecasting algorithm” ‘$3 is constructed. 
The method of its construction is well known (Levin, 1984). To put it 
crudely, if allowed time of computation is r, then x is the forecasting 
system, corresponding to a weighted mean of the measures corresponding 
to simple forecasting systems. 
LEMMA 3. There exist an algorithm ‘p, a constant c, and a polynomial f 
such that the following holds. Let n, r~ Z@. Then for r> c the values 
4~) = ‘Ph r, Y) E Q, ye lE!-, 
are computed within time r and the function 71 is an n-forecasting system. If 
a, y E Z@ satisfy the inequality 
f(n2"y)Gr (6) 
and an n-forecasting system ,u is (a, y)-simple, then 
n’(x)3~‘(x)~-~-‘.011ba-c, 
vx E B”. (7) 
Proof A constant 6 E D (small) will be specified in the sequel. 
‘$(n, r, y) is defined as follows. 
(i) Set s= 1. 
(ii) Let p be the binary expansion of s without the leading 1. For 
i = 0, 1, . . . . l(y) set VT = U(n, p, y’), if the computation of the last value is 
performed within time r*/n and yields a rational number in [0, 11, and set 
VT = 4, otherwise. Then for i= 0, 1, . . . . Z(y) - 1 set 
if yi= 1, 
otherwise, 
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and set u;~,, = UT{,,). Compute the two values 
I(y)- I I( .” 1 
A,= n us, B,= fl u;. 
L=O 1=0 
(iii) If s<LT6J, set s=s+ 1 and go to (ii). 
(iv) Output the ratio B/A as a result, where 
Lr6_1 
B=T-’ 1 (sLLlb”sJ’~olJ)-l B,, 
s=l 
Lr"J 
A= T-’ 1 (sLLlb@ sJ1.O1 J))’ A,, 
.s= 1 
Lr*l 
T= 1 (sLLlb@ ,J’.” J)-‘. 
*=l 
It is easy to verify that step (ii) is performed within time 
fl(n(f ‘in) lb s) =fl(rs lb s) 
u-l, f*, ... are polynomials) and the total time of the computation does not 
exceed 
Now we choose 6 so that f3(I'") 6 r will hold for sufficiently large r. 
It remains to verify (7). It follows from (iv) that n’ is a weighted mean 
of the measures corresponding to s = 1, . . . . Lr” J. Choosing sufficiently large 
f, we get 2 a+ ’ < Lrd J from (6). Hence among s there is a number S whose 
binary expansion is Ip, where p is an (01, y)-description of the forecasting 
system p. Once more increasing (if necessary) the polynomial f, ensure that 
the inequality y < Ts/n holds under (6). Then all the values t$ will coincide 
with p(yi), and the sum determining n’(x) will contain p’(x) with the 
weight 
>2- OL- 1.01 Iba-r 3 
where 
To= f (sLLlb%J’.“J)-‘. 1 
s=l 
Note that always 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Inequality (7) implies that 
lb(P(x)/z’(x)) Q lb(P(x)/$(x)) + a + 1.01 lb CI + c. 
Averaging with respect to P and using (8), we get (2). 1 
For z E lEV let Vz stand for the n-measure such that VJz) = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For JJ E El” let pr be the n-forecasting system 
defined by 
py(xi) = p 
if i< Z(y), 
2, otherwise, 
x E B”. Of course, all the pY are (a + c, f(n))-simple (for some fixed c 
and f). It is sufficient to show the existence of y and x such that 
d,( V,) 3 dJ V,) + cf, i.e., n’(x) <&,(x)2-“. Suppose that such y and x do 
not exist, i.e., z’(x) >~;(x)2~” for all XE 5” and y E B’. Summing over x 
such that y c x, we get z’(y) > 2-“. Finally, summing over y yields 1 > 1, 
a contradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. Choose an integer I > l/6. Let n be of the form k’, 
k E Z@. Suppose 6 E Q; this does not restrict generality. We define a poly- 
nomial-time statistical test 2 as follows. Receiving as input a string z E B”, 
n = k’, 2 outputs 1 if qn,(z, Vz) 3 n - 6 and 0 otherwise. First we assume 
that z is generated in accordance with the uniform n-measure L. Then 
L{z 1 iL(z)=O}=L{z 1 -lb$,(z)<n--6} 
=2-“Card{2 1 rr~(z)>2-“+‘}<2-‘. 
So, 2 outputs 1 with probability separated from 0. Due to Theorem 3 there 
exist CSB generators. Now we assume that z is an output of a CSB 
generator fed with a string randomly selected from the uniform k-measure. 
In this case 2 also outputs 1 with probability separated from 0. Hence a 
CSB string z E B” exists such that (5) holds, where P = VZ. It is easy to 
verify that P is an (n”/+ c, f(n))-simple n-measure. 1 
4. DETERMINISTIC FORECASTING 
An n-forecasting system is called deterministic if it takes values in B. The 
quality of forecasting a string x E B” by a deterministic forecasting system 
p will be measured by the total number of errors 
q,(x)=Card(i I ,u(x’)#xi). 
64319612.9 
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Dealing with a version of the problem of deterministic forecasting where x 
is an infinite sequence, J. M. Barzdin’ and R. V. Freivalds (1972) assume 
that x is computable (moreover, that x belongs to a known recursively 
enumerable class of computable sequences). We again avoid such assump- 
tions; it seems more natural to impose requirements of effective computa- 
bility on the forecaster rather than on the “nature.” Analogs of Theorems 
1, 2, and 4 for the deterministic case are as follows. 
THEOREM 5. There exist an algorithm ‘?@, a constant c, and a polynomial 
f such that the following holds. Let n, TE Z@. For r> c all the values 
n(y) = Wn, r, Y), YE 5-, 
are computed within time r and 7c is a deterministic n-forecasting system. If 
cY.,yEP satisfy f(n2”y) < r, x E B”, and p is an (IX, y)-simple deterministic 
n-forecasting system, then 
q,Jx) d 3.52q,(x) + 1.23~ + c. (9) 
ProojI Let a constant 6 E D be sufficiently small. For s = 1,2, . . . . Lr6 J 
let pS be the binary expansiorrof s without the leading 1, and ps be the 
n-forecasting system such that ,u,( y), where y E B’“, equals U(n, p,, y), if 
this value is computed within time r6/n and lies in B, and 1, otherwise. 
‘$J(n, r, y) is defined as follows. For s = 1,2, . . . . Lr6] assign the weight 
Ws(y)=2-u-2L’bubJCq to ps, where a = l(p,), q = qr,( y) and CE Q n 10, 1 [ 
will be chosen in the sequel. Set 
1, if C W,(Y) P,(Y) > 2-l 1 W,(Y), 9 s 
‘P(n, r, Y) = 
0, otherwise 
(the forecasting systems “vote”). 
Note that when !@ errs (i.e., ‘$.J(n, I’, x’) #xi), the total weight of the err- 
ing forecasting systems is at least half the total weight of all the forecasting 
systems. The weight of an erring forecasting system ps is multiplied by C 
(i.e., w,(xi+ ‘) = Cw,(x’)), so the total weight of all the forecasting systems 
is multiplied by at most (1 + C)/2. Since the terminal value of the total 
weight is at least 2 -’ - ‘LlbaJCq where q = q,,(x), the number N of the , 
errors made by ‘$3 satisfies 
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(cl being the initial weight of all the forecasting systems), whence 
N<(a+2Llbcr]-qlbC+lbc,)/(l-lb(l+C)). (10) 
Taking C=O.137, we get (9). 1 
Note 1. The method we made use of in this proof has been independently 
designed by N. Littlestone and M. K. Warmuth (1989) who call it the 
Weighted Majority Algorithm. In their work one can find several interesting 
developments. 
THEOREM 6. There exist such a constant c and a polynomial f that the 
following holds. Let n E Z@, 71 be a deterministic n-forecasting system, and 
yl, c( E Z + not exceed n/10. One can find an (a + c, f(n))-simple deterministic 
n-forecasting system p and a string x E US” such that 
4,(x) d rl + 2, (11) 
q*(x)> 2q +cc+4.99(tj/3 A a/12). (12) 
Proof: Our construction is similar to that used to prove Proposition 9 
in (Cohen et al., 1985). We shall use the existence of the Golay code 
(MacWilliams and Sloane, 1977), a set of 2’* strings (codewords) in EI*~ 
with covering radius 3 (the latter means that each string in 523 can be 
transformed into a codeword by changing at most 3 bits). First suppose 
that q and CI are divisible by 3 and 12, respectively. Denote 
m=2u+M+5(q/3 A a/12), m’ = m - LO.01(~/3 A a/12) J. 
We sequentially define xi, i= 0, 1, . . . . m’ - 1, by the equality 
1, xi = if 7c(xi) = 0, 
0, otherwise. 
Let xi = j for i > m’, where j will be defined below. We have q.(x) > m’. Fix 
a one-to-one correspondence between the Golay code and I!$‘*; the string 
corresponding to a codeword will be referred to as the name of that 
codeword. For k = 0, 1, . . . . Ln/23 J - 1, let x;~~, . . . . x;3k+22 be a codeword 
which coincides with ~23k, . . . . ~23k + 22 in all but at most three positions, and 
pk be the name of this codeword. Consider 2 cases. 
(i) q > u/4. Then m = 2q + (17/12)a. The p is defined by the 
equalities 
p( yi) = x:, i = 0, 1, . . . . (23/12)cr - Lct/12OOJ - 1, 
PL(Yi) = i, i= (23/12)a-La/12OOJ,...,m'- 1, 
PL(Yi) =.A i = m’, . . . . n - 1, 
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(as $x < m, the second line is correct), where y ranges over IIS” and j is the 
bit which is in the majority in the subsequence (x~,,,~~,~~~~,~~~,, . . . . x,,- i). 
We have 
q&x) Q 3(cr/12) + (m - (23/12)a)/2 = vl. 
As a description of p we may take popI . . .pallz _ , j. Hence p is 
(c( + c, f(n))-simple (under proper choice of c and f). 
(ii) q < a/4. Then m = yq + a. Now p is defined by 
&4 = 4, i = 0, 1, . . . . (23/3kLv/3~J- 1, 
l4.d = xi, i= (23/3)~ -Lq/3OOj, . . . . m’- 1, 
d4 = js i = m’, . . . . n - 1, 
(the correctness of the second line follows from yq <m), where j= 1 and 
y ranges over B”. Again qJx)< 3(~/3)=~. Let a be the binary expansion 
of r~, and I’(‘) be the all-l string of length Z(a). Taking 
l’(“‘Oap, . . .p q/3 _ Lq/6900 J - I x(23/3)i7 ~ Lq/3OOJ ’ . . xm’- 1 
as a description of ,u (the prefix 1 ““‘0~ is needed to enable the separation 
of the part PO ’ . . P,,/3 - Lq/6900 J - 1 ), we see that, for some constants c, and c2, 
p is (a’ + ci , f(n))-simple, where 
a’ =21(a) + 1 + 12(~/3) - 121_1/6900] + (m - (23/3)~) 
= a +21(a) + 1 - 12Lq/6900] < CI + c2. 
So, when a and 7 are divisible by 12 and 3, respectively, we have 
q,(x) < q and (12). In the general case these relations hold with a and FI 
replaced by 12ra/121 and 3rqf3J respectively, whence (11) and (12) 
readily follow. 1 
It is easy to see that the only nontrivial term in the right-hand side of 
inequality (12) is 4.99(q/3 A a/12). Indeed, for any deterministic n-forecast- 
ing system ‘II there is a string x for which it fails on each of the first 2~ + a 
bits; let x2V + oL, .. . . x, ~ i be 1. We can take as p a forecasting system which 
“knows” x0, . . . . x,- 1 and issues a constant forecast for x,, . . . . x2,, +ol _ i 
failing on no more than half of these bits so that qJx) < q. 
Note 2. Let q,(x) approximately equal a/4. Then (9) shows that the 
algorithm ‘p makes at most approximately 2.1 la errors. On the other hand, 
(12) shows that every forecasting algorithm sometimes makes at least 
approximately 1.91a errors. 
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Note 3. In the right-hand side of (lo), a is taken with the weight 
l/( 1 - lb(1 + C)), which tends to 1 as C --) 0, and q&x) is taken with the 
weight (-lb C)/( 1 - lb( 1 + C)), which tends to 2 as C + 1. Therefore, in 
(12) the coefficients 1 of tl and 2 of q cannot be improved. Our choice of 
C is nearly optimal when qJx) is near to a/4. When it is expected that the 
performance of some very simple forecasting system will be not very bad, 
C close to 1 should be chosen; on the other hand, if we expect that some 
not very complex forecasting system performs very well, C should be close 
to 0. 
We identify a string x E B” with the deterministic n-forecasting system p 
such that p(v) = xi, i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1, y E El’. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose one-way functions exist. Let 6 > 0 be arbitrarily 
small and c arbitrarily large. There is such a polynomial f that the following 
holds. Let an algorithm II compute the values 
n,(y) = Qh Y 1, nEZQ, ye[EB<“, 
within polynomial time and the’ functions 71, be deterministic n-forecasting 
systems. Then for infinitely many n there exists such an (n’, f(n))-simple 
string x E B” that 
q=,(x) 2 n/2 + c(n lb n)“‘. (13) 
Proof Choose an integer I > l/6. Let n be of the form k’, k E Z@. We 
may suppose that c is an integer. When given x E IEB”, a polynomial-time 
statistical test 2 outputs 1 if (13) holds, and 0 otherwise. Assume that x is 
generated in accordance with the uniform n-measure. The large deviation 
theorem (Feller, 1970, Chap. VII, (6.7)) shows that the probability of (13) 
is at least f;‘(n) for some polynomial fi. Let x be generated by a CSB 
generator fed with strings randomly selected from the uniform distribution 
on Bk. For sufliciently large k the probability of (13) does not equal 0. So 
(13) holds for some CSB string x. 1 
Inequality (13) shows that the forecasts issued by n are more often 
wrong than right, though an (n’, f(n))-simple forecasting system is never 
wrong. Note that deleting the term c(n lb n)1/2 in the right-hand side makes 
the theorem a direct consequence of the existence of a CSB generator. 
5. PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING II 
The evaluation of the quality of forecasting “on the average” (as in 
Section 2) is acceptable from the viewpoint of a big forecasting corporation 
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dealing with many strings. However, often one is interested only in a 
particular string at hand. The rest of the paper is devoted to estimating the 
quality of probabilistic forecasting of individual strings. 
To prove assertions about the quality of forecasting an individual string 
we should assume some connection between the measure P and the string 
x. To this end we use a variant of Kolmogorov’s notion of randomness 
(Martin-Liif, 1966, Sect. 2; Kolmogorov, 1983), in some way explicating 
the expression “the device generates the string x.” First of all we recall 
some definitions. An algorithm ‘$I is called a mode of description if it is 
v-invariant. Let x E 3, i E 0, and ‘$I be a mode of description. The value 
K,(xli)=min{l(p) I PEE!*, 2I’(p)=.~} 
(as usual we set min (25 = cc ) is called the %-complexity of x given i. There 
exists a mode of description 6 for which the function Ixi. K&xl i) is 
smallest to within an additive constant; due to Lemma 1 the standard 
reasoning from (Kolmogorov, 1965; Solomonoff, 1964) applies. Let us fix 
such 6 and call the value K(.x/ i), defined to be K,(x 1 i), the Kolmogorou 
complexity of x given i. 
Chaitin (1975) and Levin (1974) independently introduced a variant of 
Kolmogorov complexity having some important technical advantages. It is 
defined as follows. A mode of description 2I is called self-delimiting if for 
all i the set {pi 8* 1 2I’(p) converges} is prefix-free (i.e., contains at most 
one prefix of any string). Among the self-delimiting modes of description 
there is a 6’ for which the function K,.(x 1 i) is smallest to within an 
additive constant. We fix such G’, denote K,.(x I i) by H(x1 i), and call this 
value the self-delimiting complexity of x given i. It is easy to see (and well 
known) that, for some constant c, 
K(x(i)-c<H(xIi)<K(xJi)+2lbK@(xIi)+c, Vx, i. 
We assume that some v-invariant algorithm, when given x E B” and 
using an oracle for an n-measure P, for any n, calculates P(x) with any 
given accuracy and, moreover, determines whether P(x) =O. (This is a 
requirement on the chosen system of notation v; see Section 1.) 
Kolmogorov (1983) proposes to measure the degree of nonrandomness 
of a string x E B” with respect to the uniform n-measure with n - K(x) n). 
Analogously, for an arbitrary n-measure P we put 
dp(x) = - lb P(x) - H(x I P) 
(cf. (Levin, 1984, Sect. 1.1)); it is easy to see that d,(x)3 -c for all P and 
x, where c is some constant. In the sequel we shall assume that dp(x), the 
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deficiency of randomness of x with respect to P, is small. Such an assump- 
tion is justified by the well known inequality 
P{444>/W-p, (14) 
which holds for any integer /I. E.g., a person who believes that x is ran- 
domly selected from the measure P will usually believe that d,(x) < 10, 
since the probability of violating this inequality is less than 10-3. 
Let us prove (14): 
Let x E B” be generated in accordance with a measure P. For the evalua- 
tion of the quality of forecasting the string x by a forecasting system p we 
use in addition to qJx, P) the following two quantities: 
n-1 
$dX? PI = c p(PU I xi), Axi)) 
i=O 
(the lower error of forecasting) and 
q,tx, P) = c P(P(l I xi), PW)) 
i=O 
(the upper error of forecasting). The functions p and p of the type 
[0, 11’ + [w are defined by the equalities 
p(u, u) = (lb e)((U”‘- v l/*)2 + (( 1 - U)i’2 - (1 - 0)“2)2), 
p(u,a)=(lbe)s, 
respectively (we set O/O = 0 and a/O = cc if a # 0). If we ignore numeric 
factors, these are the distances of Hellinger and x2 respectively between 
distributions (u, 1 - U) and (0, 1 - u). When u and u are close to each other 
(in some sense), p(u, u) is close to $p(u, u) and p(u, u) is close to 2p(u, V) 
(Borovkov, 1984, p. 194). 
In the next theorem quality of universal forecasting of individual strings 
is estimated. Regrettably, such estimates are harder to obtain and involve 
some additional error terms as compared with those “on the average.” 
THEOREM 8. There exist an algorithm $3, a constant c, and a polynomial 
f such that the following holds. Let n, r~ Z@. For r> c all the values 
4~) = ‘Ph r, Y). YE B’“, 
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are computed within time I and 71 is an n-forecasting system. If c(, y E Z@ 
satisfy the inequality f(n2’y) d I, P is an n-measure, x E [EB”, and p is an 
(a, y )-simple n-forecasting system, then 
g,(x, P) < qJx, P) + a + 1.01 lb c( 
+ 3d,(x) + 3H(u I P) + 3H(II n) + c. 
Inequality (15) may be replaced with a clearer one, 
(15) 
gn(x, P) < qp(x, P) + 4.01~ + 3d,(x) + 3.OlK(TI n) + c. 
Let us convince ourselves that Cp is in some sense “universal.” For a 
forecasting system p used in practice, c( and H(pI P) are usually small 
constants and y is not too large. It already was mentioned that we are 
concerned with the case of small dp(x). The value r is an estimate of the 
computational resources of the forecaster, so the (somewhat mysterious) 
term H(Iln) is natural to assume small. So inequality (15) shows that the 
error gn(x, P) of forecasting by !J.J is not much worse than the error 
~Jx, P) of forecasting by p. 
Now we consider the question of optimality of the algorithm ‘$3 and of 
the bounds from Theorem 8. Let us investigate the optimality of Theorem 
8 in respect to the addends 4,(x, P) and a (the latter is important for 
considerations such as those in Sect. 7) on the right-hand side of (15). 
THEOREM 9. There exist such a constant c and a polynomial f that the 
following holds. Let neZ@, z be an n-forecasting system, and n, a E h@ be 
such that r] + a < n. One can find an ( CI + c, f(n) )-simple n-forecasting system 
p, an n-measure P, and a string x E B” such that dr(x) G 0, H(p 1 P) < C, 
4Jx, P) 6 (lb e)(n + I), and 
gn(x, P) > (lb e)(2 - 21’2)(~ + Co. 
This theorem shows that, as concerns qP(x, P) and ~1, estimate (15) is 
sharp to within a constant factor. The next theorem concerns the running 
time of !Q. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose one-way functions exist. Let 6 > 0 be arbitrarily 
small. There is such a polynomial f that the following holds. Let an algorithm 
Q be such that the values 
4~) = W, Y), nEZ@, yEBCn, 
are computed within polynomial time and the functions 71, so defined are 
n-forecasting systems. Then for infinitely many n there are such an (n6, 
f(n))-simple n-measure P and a string x E B” that dp(x) < 0 and 
gn,(x, P) 2 (lb e)(2 - 2rj2 - 6)~ (16) 
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If we set rc,(y) = 4, Vy E IEI <“, then 
qn,(x, P) 6 np(0, :) = (lb e)(2 - 21’2)n. 
So, B is a poor forecaster as concerns P and x. 
6. PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING III 
In the previous section the quality of the universal forecasting algorithms 
was measured in a more liberal way than the quality of rivals. In this 
section both the qualities will be measured uniformly, viz., by Kullback- 
Leibler distance. The price we must pay is the restriction 
E<P(lIy)<l-6, vye B’“, (17) 
where E > 0, imposed on the “true” measure; we assume E E D. n-measures 
satisfying (17) will be called (n, &)-measures. We suppose that the binary 
expansion of E is known to all algorithms. To avoid unnecessary complica- 
tions we also suppose that E > 2 +‘, c being a constant, throughout (so the 
binary expansion of E is of polynomial length). The reader is advised to 
treat E as a constant: when E -+ 0, our estimates of the quality of forecasting 
deteriorate. 
We say that p is an (n, &)-forecasting system if it is an n-forecasting 
system such that E < p(y) < 1 -E, y E 5 <“. When the “true measure” is 
known to be an (n, &)-measure, it is natural to consider only (n, .s)-forecast- 
ing systems, in particular to replace Laplace’s rule of succession (1) with 
the forecasting system 
l(y)=& v 
k+l 
~ A (1 -E), 
l(y)+2 
YE 5<,, 
where k is the number of 1s in y. Now we formulate analogs of Theorems 
8 through 10. 
THEOREM 11. There exist an algorithm Cp, a constant c and a polynomial 
f such that the following holds. Let 6 > 0 be arbitrarily small, n, r~ Z@, 
r> c, and E E ID. All the values 
are computed within time r. The functions n are n-forecasting systems. If 
u, yEn@ satisfy f(nz”y)<r, P is an (n, E)-measure, XE B”, and p is an 
(u, y)-simple n-forecasting system, then 
qn(X, P) < (q + a) + c’&?((q+ CI) lb@ lb@(q+ c())“~ 
+ c’e-&(A(q + a))“’ + C’E-‘A, (19) 
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where q = qr(x, P), A = d?(x) + K(u I P) + K(T’ n), and c’ depends only 
on 6. 
Inequality (19) implies 
qn(x, P) < (I+ 6) qJx, P) + ~“(a + d,‘(x) + K(TI n)), 
where c” may depend on 6 and E. 
Note 4. The last inequality shows that with probability close to 1 the 
error qn(x, P) is not much bigger than the error qJx, P) (LX and K(TI n) are 
supposed small). Theorem 1, which asserts that the mean value d,(P) of 
qn(x, P) is not much bigger than the mean value d,(P) of q,(x, P), implies 
nothing like this. Indeed, for arbitrarily small E > 0 there are positive 
random variables t1 and c2 such that ECJ, < &Et2 and P{cz <s(i) > 1 -s. 
Let us introduce the notation 
X(E)= -&lb&-(l-s)lb(l-s). 
Recall that the function Z(E), entropy of a distribution (E, 1 -E), satisfies 
lim E-0 WE) =o. 
THEOREM 12. Some constant c and polynomial f satisfy the following. Let 
nEZ@, z be an n-forecasting system, E E D, /? E Z@, and n, a E Z@ do not 
exceed n/10. There are an (a + c, f(n))-simple (n, &)-forecasting system u, an 
(n, &)-measure P, and a string x E B” such that dr(x) 6 j? + 3, K(,u 1 P) < c, 
qr(x, P) <q + 1, and 
q,,(x, P)>(1+2-81b~)(r]+(1-S(s))a). 
This theorem shows that, in the case where E is a small constant, 
1 Q 2dp’“‘, and A < q + c1 (U << u means that the ratio u/u is small), inequality 
(19) is nearly sharp (the optimality with respect to a is needed for applica- 
tions described in the next section). When E is not treated as a constant, 
(19) is nearly sharp provided that 
EG 1, /lb ~1 < 2++), 
A + lb@ lb@(q + a) 
6 E2&. 
q+a 
THEOREM 13. Suppose one-way functions exist. Let 6 > 0 be arbitrarily 
small. There are such a constant c and a polynomial f that the following 
holds. Let an algorithm Q compute the values 
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within polynomial time and the functions rc,,, be n-forecasting systems. Then 
for infinitely many n and for all E E D, p E Z@ there exist an (n*, f (n))-simple 
(n, E)-measure P and a string x E B” such that dr(x) ,< /I + 1 and 
q11,,,(x, P) 2 (1 - Z’(E) + 2-8 lb E)n. (20) 
The poor performance of D (at least provided that [lb E( -4 2p) is 
demonstrated as before: if X,,,(Y) = 4 for all y E B <n, 
qn,,,(x, P) d M-5 4) = (1 - X(E))n. 
7. ACCURACY OF FORECASTING 
Even if we knew that we got the best forecasts attainable at our com- 
puter, there would remain an important question about the size of the error 
of forecasting. Theorems 1, 8, and 11 sometimes answer this question too. 
We consider here only forecasting individual strings treated in Theorem 11. 
Let 9 be a set of n-measures and ZI a finite set of n-forecasting systems. 
We call ZT a q-net for 9 if for any PE B there exists 71 E l7 such that 
qn(x, P) -C 1 for any x E B”. Let A be the minimum of the cardinalities of 
q-nets for 9. Then lb A is called the q-entropy of 9. Usually in practice for 
a set 9 of n-measures whose entropy does not exceed a an algorithm 9L can 
be readily pointed out such that 9 admits a net consisting of (a + c, y(n))- 
simple, with respect to 5!I, n-forecasting systems, where c is a small constant 
and y is a slowly growing polynomial. Let ‘p be the algorithm from 
Theorem 11. 
COROLLARY 1. Let E E D. An integer c and a polynomial f exist satisfying 
the following. If for some n, a, y E Z@, a family B of (n, E)-measures has a 
q-net consisting of (a, y)-simple forecasting systems, then for all PE 9, 
XE LB” and integers ra f(n2”y), the n-forecasting system z defined by 
7c( y) = p(n, E, r, y) satisfies 
q,Jx, P) <a + c(a lb@ lb@ a)l’* + c(Aa)“’ + CA, 
where A = d:(x) + K(f 1 n). 
Proof. Note that given P a forecasting system p can be effectively found 
such that q,(x, P) < 1. Applying Theorem 11 completes the proof. i 
E.g., if E > 0 and .9 is the set {B, 1 8 E [E, 1 - E] } of Bernoulli n-measures 
with probability 8 of success, one can take the set 
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6 > 0 being some rational constant, as a q-net. Corollary 1 implies that the 
error of forecasting by ‘p asymptotically does not exceed i lb n. It may be 
easily verified that if n is large, P is a Bernoulli n-measure, and x E El” 
satisfies dp(x) < c, then ql(x, P) asymptotically coincides with 4 lb n (A is 
the version of Laplace’s rule of succession given by (18)). In (Vovk, 1989) 
other important statistical models are considered as well (however, in a 
somewhat different framework). 
8. BOUNDS ON DEFICIENCY OF RANDOMNESS 
Let d,(x 1 i) stand for -lb P(x) - H(x I P, i). We first sketch the idea of 
the proof of Theorem 8. Until Lemma 4 we disregard conditions (i.e., 
variables standing after the vertical line in expressions for deficiency of 
randomness and self-delimiting complexity) and designate with “=” and 
“6” approximate equality and inequality respectively. It is Lemma 4 which 
plays a key role. Let a string x be generated in accordance with a measure 
P, i.e., let dP(x) be small, and Q be another measure. That lemma shows 
that de(x) lies approximately between the errors 41(x, P) and qo(x, P) of 
forecasting the string x by Q. “Universal forecasting systems” rr were 
constructed in Lemma 3; 71 is the forecasting system corresponding to a 
weighted mean of the measures corresponding to simple forecasting 
systems, and any (a, y)-simple forecasting system involved in forming this 
mean is taken with the weight 2 2-“. It follows from the definition of d 
that if the forecasting system p is (c(, y)-simple, then 
d,(x) = -lb X’(X) -H(x) < -lb P’(X) + c1 -H(x) = d,,(x) + a. 
In accordance with Lemma 4 we have 
gn(x, PI 6 d,(x) <d,(x) + a d q/d-x, P) + a. 
Thus the quality of forecasting by rr (measured with q) turns out to be not 
- much lower than that by p (measured with 4). 
Theorem 11 is proved in a similar way; the role of Lemma 4 is played 
by Lemma 6 which asserts that q&x, P) approximately equals d,(x). 
LEMMA 4. For. some constant c the following holds. Let n E Z@, x E B”, 
and P, Q be n-measures. Then 
j;. p(P(1 I xi), Q(l I xi)) - d,(x I Q) - c 
G d&I J’) < 1 P(P(1 I xi), Q(l I xi)) + 2d,(x I Q) + c. 
i=O 
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Note 5. The lower estimate of Lemma 4 shows that any two simple 
and “successful” forecasting systems agree. This phenomenon is known 
from (Dawid, 1985) (with “computable” for “simple” and “computably 
calibrated” for “successful”). 
To prove Lemma 4 we need one more lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let 
where R,.,,i is an n-measure for all n, IC, and i, be a computable family. There 
exists a constant c such that, for all n, K, i, and x E B”, 
lb R,,K,j(x)< -H(x)n, ~)+H(K)+c. 
Proof Note that there are constants c1 and c2 satisfying 
H(xIn,i,K)< -lbR,,,i(X)+Cl, 
H(xln, i)<H(xIn, i, K)+H(K)+c~. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4. The Lower Bound. Let - 1~ K < 0 be a rational 
constant. Define an n-measure R = R,,, p,p by 
&I Y)= U”+“(jl Y) Q-V Y) 
i( 
i P’+“(jl Y) Q-W Y) 
j=O 
YE l5-, jeE8 (21) 
(degenerate cases will be considered separately). Due to Lemma 5 and the 
definition of d, 
lb R(x) < lb P(x) + dp(x I Q, + H(K) + cl, VXEU3” 
(Cl 3 c2, ... are constants). Using the equalities 
n-1 n-1 
R(x)= n R(x,Ix’), P(x) = n P(Xjl xi), 
i=O i=o 
and rewriting R(xjI xi) in accordance with (21), we obtain 
n-l 1 
lb(P”(x)/Q”(x)) Q lb n 1 P’+“(jj xi) Q-K(jlxi) 
i=O [ j=O 1 
+dAxIQ,+W~)+c,. 
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Since 
IW’(xYQ(x)) - W,(x I P) - d,b I Q))I < ~2, 
it follows that 
n-1 
d&If’)-d,(xlQ,>~-’ c lb i P(jIx’) 
i=o [ j=O 
x (W x’,lQ(jl .x’)Y 
1 
+ (d~(xI Q, + H(K) + c&. (22) 
We set K to -i. The assertion that we are proving can now be deduced 
from 
21b i P(~~x’)(P(~Ix’)/Q(~Ix’))-~‘~ 
[ j=O 1 




d -p(PU I-x’), Q(1I.x’)). 
Let us now consider the degenerate cases. When P(x) = 0 or Q(x) = 0 we 
have dp(x) = cc or do(x) = co, so the desired inequality trivially holds. It 
remains to consider the case that the denominator in (21) vanishes. But in 
this case we again obtain P(x)=0 or Q(x)=O. 
The Upper Bound. This time we set K = 1 in (21). The same calculation 
as before yields (22) with “g” replaced by “a” (since K is now positive). 
Note that 
6 li(P( 1 I ~‘1, Q( 1 I xi)), 
It rema.ins to consider the degenerate cases. When P(x) = 0 or P( jl xi) # 
Q(jl xi) = 0 for some j and i, the desired inequality trivially holds (its 
right-hand part is infinite), so we suppose that P(x) # 0 and Q( jl xi) = 0 
implies P( j I xi) = 0. For P( j I xi) = Q( j I xi) = 0 (in this case necessarily 
j = 1 -xi) we put P2( j I x’)/Q(j I xi) = 0 in (21) and act as before. 1 
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LEMMA 6. Let a constant 6 > 0 be arbitrarily small. For some integer c 
the following holds. Let n E Z@, E E D, x E B”, P be an n-measure, and Q be 
an (n, E)-measure. Then 
Id-El <CE-‘(E@ lb@ lb@ E@)1’2+c~-d(E@d~(x~Q))1’2+cd~(x~Q), 




d= d&I Ph E= 1 rW(1 Ix’), Q(l Ix’)). 
i=O 
First we prove an auxiliary assertion. 
LEMMA 7. Let functions fi and f2 be defined by 
fk(n 4) =P lbkWq) + (1 -P) lbk((l -PHI- 4)). 
There is a constant c such that, for all E E D, 
f2(P,q)~(-clb&)fi(p,q), (24) 
where p ranges over [0, 1 ] and q over [E, 1 - E] 
Proof: By the symmetry without loss of generality we may suppose 
q d i. We also suppose p # q and replace lb by In. It is easy to check that 
fi -P Mplq), f2+n2W4), f21fl-W/d 
(we omit the arguments p, q of both the functions) as p+O, q+O, 
p/q+ oo, and 
fi -47 f2 - P ln2(plq) + q2, f2lf N (P/4) ln*(p/q) + 4 + 0 
av-4 4-4plq + 0. Therefore, in some square 0 <p < 6,) 0 < q < 6, we 
have f2/fl < 1 v 2 ln(p/q) except for p, q satisfying l/c, <p/q < c,, where ci 
is some constant. Let x stand for coincidence to within a constant factor. 
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where 5,) t2, G, 5; lie between 1 and q/p, p/q, (1 - q)/(l -PI, 
(1 -p)/( 1 - q), respectively (we used Lagrange’s form of the remainder in 
Taylor’s formula); hence fi xf2. Suppose that p > 6, and q approaches 0. 
Then 
fi -P Wplq), f2 -P ln2(plq), f2/f, - Wplq). 
So, in some rectangle 6,6p< 1, O<q< 8* with 6, ~6, we have 
f2/fi < 2 ln(p/q). The complement A of all the considered regions is closed, 
and the function fJfi is defined and continuous on A. So, f2/fI is bounded 
from above on A. We have shown that 
f2 G (c v 2 ln(p/q))f, 
for some constant c2, whence immediately follows (24). 1 
Proof of Lemma 6. The 1st Znequality. First we prove 
d&P)-E<d(E@ lb@ lb@ P)“’ 
+ c~-~(E’%i~(x( Q))1’2 + cd:(xl Q). (25) 
We define an n-measure R by (21) (K > 0 will be chosen in the sequel). As 
before we get the inequality opposite to (22) (K is positive). By virtue of the 
inequalities 
lb(l+t)=ln(l+t)lbe<tlbe, 
2fze’1”2 d 1 + t In 2 + (t2/2) In2 2e”’ ‘” 2 
we obtain 
dQ(X I PI - dP(X I t-2) 
n-1 
< K- 1 C lb 
i=O L 
i p(jl Xi)2Klb(P(jl.~‘)lQ(jl-~‘)) 
j=O 1 + (dP(X I e, + ff(K) + CJIK 




j;. WI x’) lb(W I xVW I xi)) 
+K i P(jIx’)lb2(P(jIx’)/Q(jlxi,, gl(E) 
j=O 1 + (d,(x I Q, +H(K) + C~)/JG 
here gi(s) is the least upper bound of numbers 
(4) In 2e Ih-lb(P(jl~r’)lQ(il.~‘))lln2 G E-I~I 
Taking into account Lemma 7 we get 
~,(~IP)-~,(~IQ)~E+~~~(E)E+(~~(xIQ,+H(~)+c~)/~, (26) 
where g2(s) = (-lb E) gl(s)c4. Take 
ti,2Llb"*J K* = 6’ A ((lb@ lb@ E* + d*)/E*)1’2, 
d* =2Llb&lQ)J 
3 E* =2Llb@J, 
where 6’ < 6, 8’~ ID. Note that g2(s) < CUE-*. Let us consider two cases. 
(i) K* < 6’. In this case K as a function of P, Q, and x to within a 
constant factor coincides with 
((lb@ lb@ E@ + dF(xl Q))/E@)1’2, 
From (26) we get 
d,(x I P) - d,(x I Q, < E+ c6 g2(s)(E”(lbe lb@ E@ + dp(x I Q)))“’ 
+ c,(E@d:(x I Q))1’2 + c~I-Z(JC)/K + c,(E@)“‘. 
As K can be effectively found given d* and E*, 
H(K) Q H(Llb E@ J) + H(Llb dp(xl Q)]) + c7 
< c,(lb@ lb@ E@ + lb@ lb@ dp(x I Q)); 
the last two inequalities imply (25). 
(ii) K* = 6’. In this case dF(x I Q) > E@/c,, where cg may depend on 
6. By the direct substitution of 2 L1ba’J = 6’ for IC in (26) one can easily verify 
that (25) is satisfied. 
So (25) is proved. It remains to prove 
de(xI P)- E> -cE-~(E@ lb@ lb@ E@)“2 
- cc-‘(E@d:(x I Q))1’2 - cdp(x I Q). 
643/96/2-10 
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The proof is analogous with that of (25), except that K must be taken with 
the reversed sign: 
The 2nd Inequality. Let us denote 
d, = d&I Q); d, = d,( x 1 P). 
Due to the 1st inequality we get 
E- ceP6(E@ lb@ lb@ E@)“* - cEP*(E@dF)“* < d, + cd:. (27) 
We consider two cases: 
(i) dp <lb@ lb@ E@. In this case (27) implies 









= C4(C1&-6 +C2)4+C3<CS&-46 
cc, 7 c2, *** are integers depending only on 6). From (27), (29) we obtain 
E<dQ+c6EPd((d; +g(s))lb@ lb@(d$ +g(&)))1’2+c6dF 
<d, + c,&-56(d; lb@ lb@ dg)1’2 + c,dF, 
which agrees with (23). 
(ii) lb@ lb@ E@ < d,“. Now (27) implies 
E@-2ce~*(E@d~)“~<d,+c,d~. 
It is a square inequality with respect to (E@)“‘. Let us write down its 
solution as 
A < (E@)1’2 < B. 
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Since A < 0, it is equivalent to E@ < B2, i.e., 
which also agrees with (23). 1 
Some versions of the inequalities from Lemmas 4 and 6 are proved in 
(Vovk, 1987, Theorem 1) and (Vovk, 1989, Theorem 2.2). 
9. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 8, 9, 10 
The “universal forecasting algorithm” ‘$3 was constructed in Lemma 3. 
We shall often use the “relativized” variants of Lemmas 4 and 6, e.g., the 
inequality 
n-1 
4&WJ’)~ 1 P(P(llx’), Q(lIxi))+2dAxIK Q,+c. 
i=O 
Proof of Theorem 8. From Lemma 4 (the upper bound) it follows that 
d,(x I r, PI G 4Jx, PI + 2d,(x I r, PI+ ~1 (30) 
(Cl,CZ, ... are constants). By the definition of ‘$ (see Lemma 3), 
d,(x I r, p, P) = - lb Z’(X) - H(x 1 n’, r, p, P) 
< - lb p’(x) + CI + 1.01 lb CI + c2 - H(x I n, I’, /A, P) 
< -lbjJ(x)-H(xI$,r,P)+cr+l.Ollba+c, 
= d,(x 1 r, P) + a + 1.01 lb c1+ c3. 
To justify the last “ < ,” note that rt can be effectively found given r and n 
(and n can be extracted from P or p). Thus from (30) it follows that 
c&,(x I r, p, P) < fj&, P) + 2d,(x I I’, ,u) + c1+ 1.01 lb c1+ c4. 
Using Lemma 4 (the lower bound) yields 
gn(x, P) < ~Jx, P) + 2d,(x I I’, /A) + a + 1.01 lb ci + d,(x I r, p, n) + c5 
6 ~Jx, P) + 3d,(xl r, p) + ct + 1.01 lb c( + cg 
and, therefore, (15). 1 
Proof of Theorem 9. Let m = v] + a and z E B” be a string such that, for 
all i=O, 1, . . . . m- 1, 
7c(z’)> +zi=o, 
7T(zi) < 4 * zi = 1. 
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The P and p are determined by the equalities 
P(ZiJ?) = 1, i=O,l,..., m-l, 
PC1 I Y’) = :, i=m , . . . . n - 2, 
p(J+) = =rr i=O, 1, . . . . c1-- 1, 
p(y’)=f, i=a, . . . . n-l, 
P(l I y”-I)=+ 
(the last line is needed to ensure the possibility of extracting a from P, and 
thus p from P), where y ranges over B”. Choose x satisfying dp(x) < 0. One 
can easily verify that the required properties are satisfied. 1 
The next lemma will be used to prove Theorems 10, 12, and 13. 
LEMMA 8. Let c > 0, a random variable 5 satisfy the inequality 0 < 5 < C, 
andO<Z<E& Then P(<>Z}a(El-Z)/C. 
ProoJ: Let us denote p = P{ r > I>. We have 
Et<pc+(l-p)Z=Z+p(c-I), 
whence p > (Et - Z)/(c -I) 2 (Et - Z)/c. 1 
Proof of Theorem 10. Choose an integer I> l/6 and rational numbers 
rcr, rc2 such that 
(lb e)(2 - 2112 - 6) < ICY < ~~ < (2 - 2l’*)(lb e), 
Let n be of the form k’, k E Z@. Let 2 be a polynomial-time statistical test 
which on input x E IEB”, n = k’, outputs 1 if 4=,(x, V,) > rc2n (recall that V, 
is defined by V,(x) = 1) and 0 if tjn,(x, V,) 6 rc,n. 
First we assume that x is generated in accordance with the uniform 
n-measure L. Then 





= (lb e) 1 L(x) c (2 - 7z112 - (1 - z)“*) > (lb e)(2 - 2l’*)n, 
XSB” i=O 
where K= X,(X’). Lemma 8 shows that 2 outputs 1 with probability 
separated from 0 (since flz. is bounded from above by 2n). 
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Now we assume that x is an output of a CSB generator fed with strings 
randomly selected from the uniform k-measure. For n suffkiently large, 2 
again outputs 1 with probability separated from 0. Hence, a CSB string 
XE B” exists such that (16) holds, where P= V,. It is easy to verify that P 
is an (nil’+ c, f(n))-simple n-measure and that dP(x) 60. i 
10. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 11, 12, 13 
In the next lemma the forecasting algorithm v(n, E, r, y) is constructed. 
LEMMA 9. There are an algorithm $3, a constant c, and a polynomial f 
satisfying the following. Let n, IE E@ and E E D. For I2 c the values 
4y)=‘P(n,~r, Y)EQ YElB<“, 
are computed within time I and comprise an (n, &)-forecasting system. If 
a, y E ZQ satisfy (6) and an (n, &)-forecasting system p is (a, y)-simple, then 
(7) holds. 
Proof coincides with the proof of Lemma 3 except that the phrase “yields 
a rational number in [0, 11” in the description of stage (ii) of the algorithm 
must be replaced with “yields a rational number in [a, l-e].” 1 
Proof of Theorem 11. Let us denote for brevity 
4 = 4pk PI, d=dp(xII-,p). 
Relativizing Lemma 6 (the 1st inequality), we get 
d,(x/r, P)<q+ ca-‘(qlb@ lb*q)“*+ C&-“(qd)“‘+cd. 
As in the proof of Theorem 8 we obtain 
d,(x I I, u, P) 6 q + a + 1.01 lb a + cc-‘(g lb@ lb@ q)l/* 
+ c&@(qd)“* + c,d 
(Cl 3 c*, ... are integers depending only on 6). Noting that 
d,(x I K PL, n) G d+ ~2, 
and using (relativized) Lemma 6 (the 2nd inequality), we obtain 
q,(x, P)<q+a+ 1.01 lb a+c&-‘(qlb@ lb@ q)1/2+cv-6(qd)1/2 
+ c,d+ c3v-*‘(q1/* + al/* + (qd)1/4 + d”*) 
x ((lb@ Ib@ q)*‘* + (IbQ lb@ a)“* + (lb@ Ibe d)‘/*) 
+ c4c-26((qd)“2 + (ad)‘/* + (qd)‘j4 d’/* + d) + c,ee6d. (31) 
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The underlined terms may be deleted as ( qd)‘14 < q1j2 + d ‘1’. From (3 1) one 
can easily deduce 
Since 
d<d~(x)+H(CplP)+c, 
<d?(x) + 2K(Z7 n) + 2K(p I P) + c8, 
we get (19). 1 
Proof of Theorem 12. Denote m = rq/(l - H(s))1 + ~1. First we 
construct an (m, &)-measure Q such that 
xFBn C?(x) p(Q(l lx’), 4~~)) 2 1 - WE), tJi < m, (32) 
and Q( 1 I y), y E B’, equals E or 1 - E and depends only on i. 
The measure P is defined by 
if Z(y)<m, 
otherwise, 
where y E B <n. Summing over i, we get from (32) 
,FB, P(x) F(x) 2 41 -x(E)), 
where 
m-1 
F(x) = c p(P( 11 xi), rc(xi)). 
i=O 
Without loss of generality assume that rc is an (n, &)-forecasting system. As 
m-1 






we can deduce from Lemma 8 
P{xEB”IF(x)B(~+~-81bs)m(l-~(c))} 
>(-2-81bE)m(l-#(E)/(-mlbE)>2-8~3. (33) 
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From (14) and (33) one may conclude that there exists x E B” such that 
1;(x)3(1+2-Plbs)m(l-%(s)) 
2 (1 + 2-P lb E)(V + (1 - A?(E))u) 
and dp(x) < /I + 3. It remains to define an (a + c, f(n))-simple n-forecasting 
system p for which qp(x, P) 6 q + 1 and K(p 1 P) < c. Set 
if l(y)<a, 
otherwise, (34) 
for all yElEI’“. The forecasting system p is (a + c, f(n))-simple: as its 
description the sequence aOar . . . a, ~, may be taken, where 
1, if p(y)=8 for y~lB’, 
ai = 
0, if p(y)=l--EforyEB’ 
(recall that E is known to all algorithms). Furthermore, 
m-1 
q&x, P)= 1 
1-E 
clbC+(l-s)lb- 
i=a l/2 l/2 
= (m - a)( 1 - X(6)) < yI + 1. (35) 
Now a small modification of P will insure that, on the one hand, the 
inequalities between the extreme terms of (33) and (35) continue to hold, 
and, on the other hand, one is able to effectively extract a from P. Since 
p can be effectively found given P and a (though (34) may be violated after 
the modification of P), it follows that K(p 1 P) < c. 1 
Proof of Theorem 13. Choose an integer I > l/6 and rational numbers 
K i, rc2 such that 
Let n be of the form k’, k E P. We define 2 as an arbitrary polynomial- 
time statistical test 2 satisfying what follows. Receiving as input a string 
z E IEB”, n = k’, 2 randomly selects a string x in accordance with the measure 
Qz defined by the equality 
if zi= 1, 
if zi=O, 
where i< n, YE B’. Then 2 outputs 1, if qn,,(x, QZ) > rc2rz, and 0, if 
qn..,k Qz) d ~1 n. 
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= -G’?(E)- 1 L(z) 1 Q,(x);~~‘lb(n(l-a)) 
ZEB” XEW I=0 
> - tM(&) + II = (1 - Yq&))?z, 
where rc=?r,,Jx’). As in the proof of Theorem 12 one can deduce from 
Lemma 8 that 2 outputs 1 with probability no less than 2-@-“’ (we can 
again assume that r~,,~ is an (n, &)-forecasting system). 
Now let z be an output of a CSB generator fed with strings randomly 
selected from the uniform k-measure. From some iz on, 2 outputs 1 with 
probability greater than 2- 8- ‘; therefore, for some CSB string z the set of 
x satisfying 4,. ,(x, Q,) > rcln has Q,-measure greater than 2-b-l. It is clear 
from (14) that a string x exists such that (20) and dP(x) </I + 1 hold, 
where P = Ql. Clearly, P is an (,l”+ c, f(n))-simple (n, &)-measure. 1 
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